


HAVE YOU EVER 
WONDERED WHAT 

WOULD 
‘HAPPEN IF CAPTAIN 
RED BEARD TEAMED 

UP WITH THE 
AQUASHARKS? OR IF 
THE ROYAL KNIGHTS 
HAD TO BATTLE THE © 
RECON ROBOT? 

SCARY? COULD BE. 
FUN? DEFINITELY! 

IMPOSSIBLE? NO WAY, 
JOSE. 

THE TIME 
CRUISERS 
ARE HERE/ 

SPIN THE 
HYPNO DISK, CLOSE YOUR 
EYES, IMAGINE A PLACE, 

AND LET YOUR TIME 



#6491 
Rocket Racer 
What looks like a 
nuclear-powered, three- 
wheeler, has propellers 
that spin as you roll it 

* along the floor, and 
travels through time? 

j4a0ey JayIoy By} Ajug 

HANG ON TO 
HELMETS, your HELNE 

DR. CYBER 

19¢ IN 
LETS CRERUISER, 

He MARK FOREST 
ROB N. 

aN MEET MALIGHS-ALOT- 

mal #1853 
Treasure Chest Aypno Crviser 

The hot-roddin’ Hypno 
Cruiser comes with chrome 
harpoons, exhaust flames, 

“= \ and handy headgear for ~ 
~.’ traveling anywhere in time. 

Just roll it along the floor 
and watch the hypno disk 
and propeller spin you into 
time! 

#6494 
Mystic Movntain Time hab 
Open up Dr. Cyber’s time lab and see all the strange 
time machines. Talk about a hot seat. The spinning, 
flaming chair fires you into time. Cool your jets in the 
shed and you could be on an excellent time adventure 
(just like Bill and Ted). . 

The telescope doesn’t scope out stars but looks into 
the past or future. Time traveling boat,is perfect for 
short time jumps. Cool catapult blasts barrel into 
space. Spin the Hypno Disk and win a trip in tifhe. 
Bonehead, the spooky skeleton kegps time bandits 
locked up. “Cranky” robot helps run the lab. 
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ME7! NS 
L.THOUGHT 

DRIVING 
\ DR. CYBER. 

COME BACK 
HERE YOU 

SCOUNDREL! 

BRING BACK 
THE KINGS 
SWORD AND 

WY NOW T, ROB N. HOOD HAVE THE 
i| KINGS MOST VALUABLE TREASURES! 

VESSEL AND GET TIM 
AND DR. CYBER. \ P ie 

‘N —F; 

| 
LOOKS 

| 
LIKE THE HYPNO 

| CRUISER. . - 
nisi OD 

HEADED BACK 
TO THE FUTURE! 

q 
Salus 



I DON'T 
KNOW, WHY 

DID THE KING 
THROW A CLOCK 
OUT OF THE 

CASTLE? ‘ @ 

THE HYPNO 
me CRUISER IS 

TOO FAST! 

my JUST TOOK MY 
DECODER! 



rT ab, | REAL 
i id be a Car, al 

net s Tne Vessel, a few Pp 

esome time machines
 

“ Fo knows wh hine is that no one Kne pe, 
Mane, spaceshi, submarine, st . 
ci ieces from a lot of different 

times. as 

3”. one looks 
“ie : or like the Flying 

rie 
out the aw 

we yj ~~ built by Club members: 

o) 
id do if they 

aay 
hat Club members would | “te 

- 
Read about wit 

ture with the 

tae could blast into the ge would you do? 

time-cruising ma
chines. 

#6493 ~ 
Flying Time Vessel & What would 

the characters 

from the movie 
“Back to the 
Future” say 
about these 
LEGO time y ; 4 : 
machines? : es wd mee 

Write it in! 
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Interdimensidnd, Time Ci pscitoy 
David Houry, Age 12, Missouri 

If David cruised back in time he thinks it would be cool to play 

basketball with Michael Jordan when he was a kid. But David would rather 

cruise into the future to see if he has become a cartoonist. 

If he hasn't, he can come back to the present and try again. 

“Tunnel 

OF Time” 
Nick Tanner, 
Vermont 
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C-12 Tiwe Machine 
Andrew Ullrich, Age 9, Wisconsin 

Andrew wants to cruise into.the future to see if Earthlings are 

living on other planets. While he is in the future, Andrew 
would check out the new LEGO toys and see if we hired him as 

a model builder. (Only time will tell, Andrew.) He also wouldn't 
mind traveling back to medieval times to see if people like 

King Arthur and Robin Hood were real. 
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LEGO® Time Story Phallengel | 

LEGO Time DbOry Challenge! 
P.0. Box 1308 

Enfield, CT 06083-1308 



Wherever you go, you don’t want to 

look like some geek from the 20th 

century. Open the headgear hold, grab 

a handy helmet from the time period 
you’re visiting, and you'll fit right in. 

Pop open the 

cockpitto 

reveal thg 
secret time 

cruising 

computer 
inside! 

Want to stay on 

course in any time 

warp? Look through 
the turning periscope 

on top of the cockpit 
to see into the past or 

future. 

Rolling, rolling, 

rolling*keep those 

wheels moving and 

the propeller turns 

and the wings flap. 



Club member, Nick Hawco, from 

Connecticut was one of the first 
LEGO Maniacs to build the Flying 
Time Vessel, and heres how Nick 
rates the FTV: 

What do you like about the Flying 
Time Vessel? 

I like the really, really big gear 
inside the model best. It’s neat 
how it makes the wings flap and 
the propeller turn. I also like 

the string and crow’s nest 
because they make it look like a 
pirate ship. 

Where did you go with your time 
cruiser? 

~ J went ona treasure hunt. J 

started in space and then went 
to the islands. I would take the 
Flying Time Vessel to any 
LEGO place. 

Do you have a 
favorite character? 
1 like Tim because hes 
a regular kid. 
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Remember to print your name, address, 
age and model name on the back of each 
photo. Pictures will:not be returned, so 
take an ‘extra photo for yourself! 
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Our mode 
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s rom 

#6581 Dig N Du
rng. and #6125 S

ea ate 9 to 
create the Front Vi 

cooler than cool. IME TRANSFORM
ER! You'll find all th

e 
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ee 

sets or use pieces From 

in these two 

own LEGO collection. 
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Your design could be 

ae featured in Cool Creati
ons, 

Send your original mode
l- 

making instru
ctions to 

LEGO Club, "Cool C
reations" 

p.0. Box 1308
 

Enfield, CT 9
6083-1308 

Club members
 featured 

will receive 4
 free LEGO se

t 

of their choic
e ($100 value

). , 
quazone 

periscope 

pieces you need
 

your 

Inspired by 

a Yan 
Age 9 of California 

Rutla Lhe 
1 Venice 

What would y
ou 

say if you could 

travel in time? 

Write it in! 

SA+B 

Grab time ervi 

sovvenirs 
wi ising 

Ps = oi 



Snap the 
excursion 

vehicle into Ve 

the time 
capsule and 

it’s time 
to explore! 

Turn the 

Ss ——_ 
rovn 

PAM, zr (IB), special black 
> an So umoens aS 

Add the 
vel -- 

ov ma 

have to dig 
your wa 
throvgh 

| 
time! 

Builder’s Hint: 
As you build each ste

p, 

ou’ll notice that piece
s 

you have already built 

are faded so you can 

see the new pieces to
 add. 

pontoons 
© 

on vehicle and 
add the 

he sides of the
 caps e Take out the e

xcursi 

pontoon pieces from t 

to create 4 water skim
mer just in case 

you 

\and in the Aqu
azone! 



OK, this part 
is important! 
Vse a couple of 
wings to mak He RR. i 
make sure you 
leave a slot 
open for coins! 

Exploriens 

Helmet 

Add a covple of 
arms to protect 
all your loot. 
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Cool hinge pieces make 
Babtaeie cc flexible! 
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it's time 
Sa to build a 

Robo-Head * 

Thanks for the 

Cool idea Alex! 

OK. Now jvst 

n top of the 
body and 

\ ete tas bank! 

Alex Lane, Age 9, 
,, of Wisconsin and 

TECHNOBOT 

We took Alex Lanes 
awesome idea for 
“TECHNOBOT” and 
Created ROBO-Bank! 
Just drop coins in 
through the slot in 
the back, then lift 
the robo-head, 
remove Skully and 
tip the bank upside 
down to get your 
money out! 
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LEGO Direct 

+ Tim and Dr. Cyber are building a Flying 
. Time Vessel (FTV), but they lost the last 

ee heme ee a eee f 6 pieces somewhere in time. Spinning — 
es Hypno Disks are hidden throughout the 
Ph magazine. Neareach disk you'll find —_, 

the missing pieces and the name of 
The Hypno-Disk each piece. Write down the name 

find the ples! of each piece next to the LEGO 
theme it came from. 
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The first 10 randomly selected entries with the correct answers ‘g 
will win a LEGO set of their choice (up to $100 value). 
Winners will be notified by mail by October 15, 1996. : 
Entries must be postmarked by September 25, 1996 and received 
by September 30, 1996. Offer void where prohibited or restricted ~ 
by law. Employees of LEGO Systems, Inc. and members of their 
immediate families are not eligible to participate. Entries willbe _ 
judged by LEGO Systems, Inc. on the basis of accuracy. F 

©1996 LEGO Group. 

oie Just fill in the contest 
“aXe entry form. Cut it out 

and mail it by 
Sept. 25, 1996 to: 

furry! Offer expires\_ | z 
September 30, 1996! Cy y 

Check your name and address. | 
Make corrections if necessary. 


